The HSLP-QG is a High Speed Lid Placer for metal quart and gallon plugs. It is capable of processing up to 120 cpm.

**FEATURES**
- One Counter Rotating Feed Screw—to reduce lid spinning
- Guide Rods Through Feed Screws—to keep lid centered
- Internal Containment Star Wheels—to keep lid within diameter of can
- External Lid Alignment Star Wheels—to seat the lid
- Air Cylinder Lifts—to raise HSLP for taller container to pass under
- Electric Container Sensor and Clutch, non-hazardous location
- Vibratory Downstacker, 8’ long, for lid storage with follower weight

**OPTIONS**
- Frame for HSLP
- Lid Placer Explosion Proof Package, 120 vac, 1 Ø, 60 Hz, Class 1, Div. 1 (includes changing electronic clutch to pneumatic clutch)
- Heavy Duty Roller Closer Assembly for 1/2 pints to gallons

Since we continuously strive to improve our products, we reserve the right to make changes and modifications without notice.

May be covered by one or more of the following U.S. Patents: #5,505,233, #5,823,406, #6,148,877, #6,595,250